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Object Resourcing Protocol – “Walk Away”

Note: Before working on any resource guarding protocol you should condition
your dog to be comfortable wearing a muzzle. You may need your dog to wear
one during the process. This will keep you safe during the behavior
modification.

Before you begin:

Make a list of items that your dog guards, keeping in mind how your dog reacts with
each item. Does she guard some items more than others?

Identify how close you can get before your dog shows the first sign of guarding
behavior. Keep in mind, she may consider Item A more important than item D and
show guarding behavior for Item A long before she would for Item D.

Make notes as to how your dog reacts. For example, when my dog is chewing a bone,
she stops chewing and freezes when I am 6 feet away. If I move closer, his body
stiffens when I’m 4 feet away. If I move closer, she will growl and lift his lip if I
am 2 feet away.

Be sure to use high value rewards. Using dry, plain ol’ cookies will not achieve the
results you are looking for. Select something that your dog LOVES… liverwurst,
diced up grilled chicken, warmed up hot dogs, freeze dried liver, homemade
meatballs, etc. The trick is to find a reward(s) that will make your dog sit up and
take notice.

To start, you will want to begin using an item that the dog doesn’t deem valuable
and has not previously guarded. If your dog is an avid guarder, start with what your
dog considers the lowest value (or least important) item.
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Things to do in order to help the behavior modification process:

Do NOT use “NO” or any other words that come across harsh.
Do NOT stare at your dog or use posturing body language if she does something
you disapprove of.
Do NOT yell at or punish your dog if she does something you disapprove of.

Exercise:

Exercise is an important part of your dogs behavior modification process.

Refer to your DogSmiths recommendations

Management:

This is key!  Make sure that your dog does not have access to the items she guards.
Keep these items put away, out of reach. For example, if your dog guards shoes
then be sure that everyone puts their shoes away in a closet. If your dog guards
socks or other clothing items, make sure those items are hung up in the closet,
placed in the hamper or put away in a drawer. If your dog guards tennis balls then
they should be removed from his pile of toys. If your dog guards pig ears, marrow
bones, bully sticks, etc. then don’t provide these items as a treat.

Management is vital to the success of this program. If your dog has access to the
items she guards you will set your training back. Just like anything, the more you
practice, the better you get at something. This holds true for your dog and his
resource guarding. The more chances she has to practice guarding items from you,
the better she will get at it. Be sure that everyone in the house understands the
importance of keeping the items put away.

Implement “Say Please” Program

Implement the “say please” program. What this means is that you have your dog
sit as a default for all the things she wants access to. When your dog becomes
excited as you take the leash out to go for a walk, wait for the sit before putting
the leash on. When you feed your dog, wait for her to sit and wait before putting
the bowl down instead of having her rush over, pushing his head in the bowl as you
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are trying to put it down. Identify other places to have your dog say please such as
going through doorways, looking to be patted, getting in the car, getting out of the
car, when you throw the ball, when you give your dog a toy and anything else your
dog wants.

“I Come in Peace”

Each time your dog is engaged with a toy, food item, breakfast, dinner or is laying
near any object, walk by and toss a high value reward. Your dog doesn’t have to do
anything. You don’t have to say anything as you are doing it. You just want your dog
to associate your walking by with “good stuff”. Be sure to start at a distance where
your dog is comfortable with your approach. If she looks concerned, stiffens or
displays any other body posture, indicating that she may guard the item, you are
too close. Continue practicing this till you see your dog looking up as you approach
with a “woo-hoo, here she comes, I’m gonna get a goody”. You can start to decrease
the distance you pass by your dog a little at a time, only getting closer when you
see the “woo-hoo, here she comes” look.

Teach “Leave it”

Teach “Touch”

Teach eye contact

Teaching “Walk Away”

Step 1: Say “walk away”, then toss a several pieces of chicken (or whichever
high value reward you’re using) on the floor, away from your dog. Don’t
be stingy, be sure to toss 6-8 pieces. As the dog is eating one of the
treats, use your finger to point out the other pieces of food on the
floor. In your happiest voice* say “oh here’s one”, “look over here”, or
any other phrase to encourage your dog to come and eat where you
are pointing.
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*IMPORTANT- Be very happy. Use your best cartoon voice, making
this fun for your dog. Your dog will think it’s a fun game.

The order in which you give the cue and present the food is important
to the training. Be sure to say “walk away” first and then toss the
rewards. We are not using any objects at this time. We are having the
dog associate the words “walk away” with good things happening.
Pointing to the food on the floor allows for the dog to get used to
your hand motion, and your bending down, towards an object they may
have.

Make sure you do this exercise while moving around and in different
locations throughout the house.

Do not carry the food around in your hands. Your high value rewards
should be kept in your pocket or training pouch. It’s very important
that the rewards are presented after the “walk away” cue.

Practice this until you see that your dog is looking excitedly at the
floor when you say “walk away”. Don’t move to the next step until
you see your dog looking in anticipation of the reward on the
floor.

Step 2: Working around objects.

You want to start off with something that your dog won’t be
interested in or get excited about.  You also don’t want to use an item
that your dog has previously guarded. Select something that you
believe your dog will not show any interest in.

Place the item on the floor. As soon as your dog looks at the item say
“walk away” then toss the chicken on the floor, away from your dog.
Each time your dog looks at the item say “walk away” and toss the
food. If your dog has no interest in the item, you can pick it up and
then present it again, placing it on the floor to re-engage her.
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Practice this exercise with at least 10 different objects items that
your dog will not show much interest in. You want these objects to be
items that you can work around with your dog. You don’t want to use
items that she will mouth, try to take away and play with.

Suggested items: an upside down laundry basket, a large rock from
outside, a small box, dishpan, stapler, paperweight, and upside down
pot or pan.

Reminder: Don’t rush the process. Practice working around objects
with at least 10 different objects before moving on to the next
step. You are setting the foundation for a solid “walk away” cue.
You want to make sure that your dog has a full understanding of
“walk away” before adding objects that she will pick up, chew and
carry around.

Step 3: Introducing toys

Start with a toy that your dog will not get excited about. If you pull
out a tennis ball and your dog starts bouncing around with excitement,
this is the wrong toy to start this part of the training with. Think of
your dogs’ toys in order of high value all the way down to low value.
Start training with the lowest value toy. Work your way up to the
highest value toys.

Give your dog the toy. Wait for her to pick it up. Say “walk away”. As
soon as your dog drops the toy, toss several pieces of chicken onto
the floor. Remember to lean over and point to food pieces, showing
your dog where they are.

Do this with as many toys as you can. Be sure to practice with enough
lower value toys before making your way up to the higher value toys.
Be patient, just because your dog is doing well with lower value toys
doesn’t mean you should skip through and rush to the next level of
toys. Practicing enough with lower value and medium value toys will
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help your dog more when you start practicing with the higher value
toys.

If your dog is not relinquishing a toy after you ask her to, go back to a
lower value toy. She might not be ready to move on to a squeaky toy
just yet.

Step 4: Introducing Food

You are going to do the same thing with food as you did with toys.
Make a list of things your dogs likes from highest value all the way
down to the lowest value. You will work with the lowest value first and
work your way up to the highest value.

Your dog may love his Kong, but is she more enthusiastic over a cheese
filled than a peanut butter filled Kong? Take everything in to
consideration. You will want to work with a variety of food items such
as stuffed Kon’s, bully sticks, cow hooves, marrow bones, pig ears,
beef knuckles, jerky sticks, etc.

Step 5: Have each member of the family perform this protocol. Each person
should start at Step 1. It is very important that each person start
from the beginning. If you are on Step 3, no one should pick up where
you left off.

The goal is for your dog to feel comfortable with anyone who
approaches and asks her to “walk away”. Having other people perform
the training protocol will help her generalize.

Adults should perform the protocol before any children. Children
should not do the training by themselves. Children should be
supervised through the process.

If your dog displays any signs of undesired behavior during the
training, stop immediately and contact me. We will schedule a session
and alter the training plan accordingly.
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Suggestions:Train at the dogs pace. She may find some steps easier than others.
This is normal. Don’t get frustrated and rush her.

The more consistent you are in your training schedule, the better.
Your dog will retain the information and learn better if you work on
the protocol on a daily basis.

IMPORTANT: Don’t rush any of the training. You need to go at your dogs pace.
Trying to move forward too quickly will set your training back, causing
you to have to have to back up a few steps or, possibly, start over.


